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About BURNDY

Headquartered in Manchester, New Hampshire has over 90 years of dedicated customer support in both service and product. Our customers need to 
look no further than BURNDY for all their connector, tool, and accessory needs. BURNDY is the only manufacturer to have the BURNDY® Engineered 
System of coordinating dies, connectors and tools. The three elements have been specifically designed to work together and engineered to meet 
stringent, accepted quality standards allowing the user complete confidence in the integrity of the connection.

For additional information, contact us at 47 East Industrial Park Drive, Manchester, New Hampshire 03109; call Customer Service at 1-800-346-4175; 
or visit our website at www.BURNDY.com.

Since 2009, BURNDY LLC has been a key brand under Hubbell Incorporated. More information can be found at www.Hubbell.com.
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BURNDY® a leading manufacturer and provider of connector grounding and tooling solutions to multiple 
markets is pleased to announce a new addition to The Grounding SuperStore™. A true “All-in-One” 
connector, the HandyBug™ connector allows a contractor to buy and use the same connector for various 
types of terminations and bonding.

The HandyBug™ connector is UL Listed and CSA Certified, and is also rated for Direct Burial. Installation 
requires no special tooling. Two sizes are available and accommodate from #10 AWG Solid to #2 AWG Solid 
or #2 AWG Stranded to 1/0 AWG Stranded and both sizes feature a two hole tongue.

Extraordinary versatility allows the HandyBug™ connector to function as a split bolt, make a splice 
connection, terminate one or two wires to a bus bar or other flat surface, make wire connections to a pipe, 
as well as terminate wire at electrical motor input points. With HandyBug™ connectors on the jobsite, your 
inventory needs are greatly decreased!

BURNDY® announces the release of HandyBug™ Connector
The Survival Tool of Electrical Connections


